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ABSTRACT 

The dissolution of romantic relationships is a source of intense 

emotional pain for many people (Simpson, 1987). In modern 

Western society most people have more than one dating 

relationship in their lifetime and so the majority of individuals will 

experience a breakup. Often individuals experience their first 

romantic relationships at adolescence or as a young adult. Although 

previous research has aimed to identify causes of relationship 

failure, very little research has used methods which capture 

information about the order and interaction of events over time. The 

current research used sequence analysis to study the structure of 

typical young-adult dating relationships, and their breakdown. 

Eight-one subjects participated in two study conditions in which 

they provided the narrative of both an ended and ongoing 

relationship. Subjects selected events from lists provided to create 

the chronological story of the relationships. They also provided 

answers to rating questions regarding their own values and 

qualities. The event sequences for Ended and Ongoing relationships 

were compared. Results from this preliminary study suggest that 

most of the relationships, successful or otherwise, exhibited an 

initial period of happiness marked by common positive events. In 

the Ended relationships, this period of happiness tended to end 

following a turning point, after which the ratio of negative to 

positive events increased over time until the relationship exhibited 

distinctive periods of uninterrupted negativity immediately 

preceding relationship dissolution. The results also indicate that 

unequal affection was generally a sign of a poorer quality 

relationship. Where there was inequality, the role of a partner, as 

either the more or less attached member of the couple, was found 

to remain generally consistent throughout the relationship. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Relationship research often focusses on the identification of specific causes and 

factors relating to relationship dissolution. However, there has been little 

research into the importance of the sequence of events in relationship 

dissolution.  

1.1 Studies of romantic relationships 

Romantic relationships may be considered one of the major cornerstones of 

human existence. The majority of individuals in current Western societies will 

have more than one romantic relationship in their lives; therefore the 

breakdown of these partnerships is a common feature of romantic discourses. 

Adults cite relationship difficulties as the most common reason for seeking 

psychological therapy (Downey et al, 1999). The dissolution of a relationship 

and the loss of a significant partner can be one of the most distressing and 

even traumatic events people can experience (Simpson, 1987). Thus, there is 

significant importance in studying the factors contributing to relationship 

failure. 

The Investment Model proposes, that contrary to common assumption, ‘feeling 

satisfied’ is not an adequate single predictor of relationship stability. It is 

argued that, alongside satisfaction, commitment and emotional investment 

levels, how partners perceive the quality of their alternative options is 

important (Rusbult et al, 1998). Hence, an unhappy relationship can persist 

because a couple feels they have invested in it highly; or a relatively successful 

relationship may be dissolved after one partner is presented with what appears 

to be a better proposition. 

Roloff et al (2001) found that factors likely to cause relationship dissolution 

include infidelity, flirting, wanting to date another outside of the relationship, 

forgetting plans or special occasions, and not reciprocating affection. These 

factors indicate that at least one partner is exhibiting low interest or 

detachment from their partner or the relationship. 

Many previous studies have suggested that relationships considered “equal” 

are more successful. However, it is estimated that less than half of dating 
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couples perceive their relationship to be equal in input (Felmlee, 1994). People 

who perceived their relationship as involving equal input from both partners 

rated their relationship as being better quality than less equal relationships 

(Oyamot et al, 2010). Break ups are generally instigated by one partner rather 

than mutually, with the less emotionally attached partner more likely to 

terminate the relationship. Furthermore, it has also been shown that the larger 

the discrepancy in attachment to the relationship between partners, the more 

likely a relationship is to fail; suggesting a potential causal connection between 

unequal affection and relationship failure (Sprecher et al, 2006).  

The attachment discrepancy may be due to differences in self-esteem. Poor 

self-esteem can result in hypervigilance for rejection signals from a romantic 

partner, leading to overreactions and paranoia, causing their partner to be 

more even more likely to withdraw from the relationship (Downey et al, 1999). 

In summary, unequal relationships are usually marked by a more attached 

partner who needs reassurance, and a less attached partner who is asked 

constantly to provide it, and may withdraw from the weight of this demand 

leading to relationship failure. The current research looks for differences 

between partners in input and emotional attachment in relationship narratives. 

Research has tended to focus on the idea that relationships that fail are 

somehow differentiated from those that do not, by the presence, or level of 

some factors. For example, couples who break up may experience higher levels 

of disagreement. However, it has been argued that disruptive negative events 

like sexual transgressions are not unique to failed relationships, and do not 

always cause the relationship to break down (Roloff et al, 2001). Roloff et al 

proposes that the outcome depends on the partner’s reaction to the event; 

thus successful ongoing relationships, may not be devoid of negative events 

such as infidelities, but may be distinctive in their greater ability to recover 

from disruptions than relationships which fail. This study suggests that the 

current research will not find a difference between the ratio of positive and 

negative events present in the two relationship trajectories (ongoing and 

failed). 
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1.2 Sequence analysis 

Much research has focussed on identifying single causes of relationship failure 

using data analysis methods that measure specific dimensions at a fixed time. 

However, relationships change and develop over time, so researchers are likely 

to obtain quite different results measuring dimensions of a relationship at one 

point in time compared to another. Sequence analysis researchers emphasise 

that it is the combination and order of events over time which shapes the 

future, and so it is essential to retain this information. Furthermore, that 

sequence analysis is particularly well suited to the analysis of social discourse, 

as most social discourses are sequential and unfold over time (Bakeman and 

Gottman, 1997).  

Clarke and Crossland (1985) describe how sequence analysis involves distinct 

stages. First, a sequence of behaviour is divided into parts where natural 

divisions might be expected. Individual events are then clustered into groups. 

Events are grouped if they could be applied interchangeably in the same 

context. This means that one or other event is likely to result in similar 

consequences. Finally, analysis is conducted to look for an overall sequential 

pattern in the data. A transitional probability matrix is created to find the 

frequency of transitions between pairs of events. The results may reveal 

directional interdependencies between events, i.e., whether a particular event 

is statistically likely to be preceded by, or followed by another. This allows 

predictions that the occurrence of one event makes another either more or less 

likely to occur. 

Some previous studies have used sequence analysis to study romantic 

relationships. Gottman (1979), for example, produced extensive research on 

the interaction patterns of married couples using sequence analysis. However, 

sequence analysis has not been used to study dating relationships. In current 

society, dating relationships often do not lead to marriage. Therefore, the 

behaviour of non-marital couples is of significant interest. Gottman looked for 

common communication patterns between couples that were markers of 

relationship distress and found that, though non-distressed couples argued and 
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exhibited instances of negative interaction, these interactions tended to end 

quickly and negative emotion was not reciprocated. In contrast, distressed 

couples perpetuated conflict by reciprocating negativity. The research proposed 

that it is the persistence rather than the occurrence of negative interaction 

which differentiates unhappy from happy couples. 

The current research examines distinctions between the trajectories of 

couples; focussing on the events that make up the entire relationship 

trajectory rather than the finer details of conversational sequences of 

Gottman’s study. Furthermore, while Gottman objectively observed and noted 

information about the couples’ interactions himself, the present research uses 

personal accounts given by subjects; these are the subjective interpretations 

and reflections of only one partner. 

1.3 Subjective accounts 

Burnett, McGhee and Clarke (1987) also used reflective accounts, asking 

subjects to create a sequence of the emotional dialogue of their marriage from 

memory. Burnett et al iterate that researchers must acknowledge that a 

subject’s account is a personal interpretation not a factual history. Over the 

course of a relationship’s development, new information about the partner and 

the relationship is constantly assimilated and this alters representation of the 

past to sustain a coherent picture.  

Burnett et al propose that even after a relationship has ended, individuals will 

construct a subjective version of the history of the relationship which is 

influenced by their current knowledge of the relationship, their theories of how 

the relationship progressed and why it ended, and their desire to maintain self-

esteem. Memories of a relationship are therefore not static but constantly 

updating and changing. This has tended to be seen as a problem in 

retrospective self-report data, where subjects are presumed to be 

manipulating historical events to fit their account. However, the authors 

suggest that it should be seen as a normal process and that personal accounts 

should be seen as valuable in their own right. Therefore, subjects’ personal 
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interpretations of events are the focus of the current project, as opposed to 

actual events, the historical accuracy of which cannot be ensured.  

Experiences are considered to be made up of not just physical events, but also 

emotions, feelings and beliefs which are incredibly influential and important to 

document. Burnett, McGhee and Clarke (1987) state that emotion is an 

extremely powerful predictor of behaviour and decisions. Hence, for this 

research “events” supplied to the participants to create their sequences 

included not only factual events, but also emotional and subjective events such 

as “Began to feel abandoned or insecure”. This allows for the importance of 

emotion in affecting the relationship’s course and the behaviour of the actors.  

1.4 Objectives  

The objectives of this research are to examine the structure of typical young-

adult dating relationships, and to compare the sequence of events in ongoing 

and failed relationships. By means of sequence analysis, this research aims to 

determine whether: 

i. failed relationships contain unique content, or a distinctive sequential 

structure; 

ii. there are signs that mark out that a relationship which will go on to fail;  

iii. there are common turning points at which a successful relationship 

begins to decline. 
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2. METHOD 

2.1 Event selection 

Two lists were drawn up corresponding to common positive and negative 

events in dating relationships, which were to be given to participants to create 

relationship sequences. Selected events included those concerning emotional 

investment, satisfaction, paranoia, perception of rejection, commitment, 

attempts at reconciliation, attraction to other alternatives, unfaithfulness and 

equality of affection. These were found in previous research to have a 

significant influence on the success of dating relationships (Felmlee, (1994), 

Roloff et al (2001), Rusbult et al, (1998), Sprecher et al, 2006, and Downey 

(1999). In addition to factual events, emotional events were included, as the 

importance of emotion in affecting behaviour was emphasised by Burnet et al 

(1987). 

Pilot lists of positive and negative events were trialled on a small test group of 

students who were asked to give feedback and suggest amendments. The final 

event selection consisted of a wide range of 29 positive events and 30 negative 

events, giving a total of 59 events that aimed to give subjects the flexibility to 

create a sequence to describe the progression of any dating relationship they 

chose. Events were divided into positive and negative to simplify the event 

selection task for subjects and to assist the analysis process. To avoid 

influencing the order that subjects placed events, the lists were not presented 

in a developmental order.  

2.2 Participants 

Approximately 170 task booklets were distributed as online or hard copies. 

Eighty-one were fully completed and deemed appropriate for use in the study, 

(22 male, 59 female). The average age of the participants was 20.8 years. The 

majority of the participants were undergraduate students from the University 

of Nottingham who were recruited either by directly approaching participants in 

person, or by sending the task booklet as an email attachment. Participants 

received no reward for taking part.  
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2.3 Materials 

Subjects received a nine-page task booklet (see Appendix A, Participant Task 

Pack). The booklet had two sections in which subjects entered their answers: 

in the first section they created a sequence of a past relationship, and of an 

ongoing relationship. In the second section, subjects provided answers to four 

questions. The two sections were preceded by three information pages: an 

information sheet giving a broad outline of the project; a consent form; and an 

explanation of the project and task instructions. 

In the first part of Section 1, subjects were asked to call to mind an example of 

a past relationship that had failed. Subjects were provided with the two lists of 

events: 29 positive events (AA to BC) and 30 negative events (BD to CG). 

Participants were told that the example relationships they used could be either 

one from personal experience, that of a friend or even just created based on 

their conceptions of a relationship. This was to ensure that individuals who had 

never had a romantic relationship, or not comfortable using their own 

experience, were not excluded. However subjects were encouraged to refer to 

relationship examples for which they had the most information. This was 

intended to encourage people to use as close to first-hand accounts as 

possible, which are likely to be more accurate and contain more detail.  

Subjects were asked to select from the lists all and only the events which 

occurred for the example they had chosen, ignoring other events listed, and to 

write the event codes in chronological order of temporal occurrence. Events 

were marked alphabetically AA - CG, so the finished event sequence reference 

was a string of letter pairs E.g ‘AB AN BA BR AY …’. The letter pairs provided a 

coding system to aid analysis. 

Individuals were then asked to identify whether they believed “I had more 

control in ending the relationship”, “Partner had more control in ending the 

relationship” or “Romantic involvement is ended mutually”.  

In the second half of Section 1, subjects were asked to complete the same 

sequencing task using an example of a relationship which was currently 

ongoing. Once again participants put in order events that occurred in an 
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example relationship to narrate the development of the relationship, from start 

until present day. The same set of events was provided for subjects to create 

the example to ensure that any differences found between ‘Ended’ and 

‘Ongoing’ conditions would not be a result of bias in the materials. Questions 

relating to the ending of the relationship were not included as they would be 

irrelevant in this condition.  

To avoid page turning, which increases the chance of some information being 

ignored, the event lists were presented twice; once next to the response page 

for the sequence of an ended relationship, and once next to the response page 

for the sequence of an ongoing relationship. 

In both Ended and Ongoing conditions, subjects were provided with a scale, 

ranging from at one end “Information from completely made up example” to 

“Information accurately reflects my own experience” at the other. Subjects 

marked on the straight line where their example fell between these two 

extremes, to obtain an indication of how close to reality their example was. 

In Section 2, subjects were asked four questions that required a rating 

between 1 and 7 from ‘not at all true’ (1) to ‘very true’ (7). In the first 

question subjects were provided with a series of phrases representing different 

relationship problems and asked to rate how prominent each problem was in 

their example relationship that ended. This was to ascertain the main causes of 

the relationship’s failure as perceived by subjects. The remaining three 

questions asked subjects to identify their own values and attributes. For 

example, participants were given a list of statements referring to their own 

positive and negative qualities as a romantic partner. Subjects rated how true 

these statements were for them. Finally, subjects were asked to rate how 

much they valued certain attributes in a romantic partner.  

The questions had running themes throughout that looked to find coherence in 

people’s values, qualities and experiences. The central themes were 

Faithfulness; Stability; Dedication of time to partner; Agreeableness; and 

Independence/security.  
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Finally, participants were given a debrief sheet that informed them in more 

detail of the aims of the research. It also provided them with contact details to 

use to receive the results of the study, and details of services to contact in 

case subjects found the research distressing. 

2.4 Procedure 

Subjects were recruited by opportunity sampling, either by seeking volunteers 

attending lectures, or by approaching potential participants. All subjects were 

presented with a complete booklet that contained all the materials, 

instructions, consent form and debrief sheet. In addition, a proportion of 

subjects completed booklets electronically in a Word document and returned 

their completed forms by email. Subjects were encouraged to complete the 

task in their own time and were asked to read all the available information 

before signing the consent form indicating they understood the terms of their 

participation. When the booklets were returned, the top sheet which held 

information about the subject’s identity, gender and age was removed so that 

the subject’s information was anonymous. When the complete booklets were 

returned data was entered into an Excel spreadsheet.  

2.5 Ethics 

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Psychology 

department of the University of Nottingham. The study dealt with personal and 

potentially emotional issues as participants were asked to recall emotional 

memories about romantic relationships. This was taken into account and 

subjects were reminded that they had the right to withdraw at any point from 

the study and were under no obligation to take part. In the debrief section, 

subjects were provided with contact numbers for The Samaritans in case they 

felt the need for emotional support after participating in the study. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Veracity of selected relationship examples 

From the marks on the scale, “Information from completely made up example” 

to “Information accurately reflects my own experience”, a percentage value 

was derived from where the mark fell on the scale. Although subjects were 

offered the choice not to use personal information, only 7% of Ended and 8% 

of Ongoing sequences were rated in the lower 50% of this scale. The median 

rating of both conditions was 100%. This indicates that most information given 

in both Ended and Ongoing conditions was based on information which 

accurately reflected individuals’ personal experiences, providing confidence in 

the results. 

3.2 Frequency analysis 

3.2.1 Frequency count 

In the first data analysis stage, all subjects’ relationship sequences were 

analysed together, without dividing data into conditions. The data strings, 

resembled sequences of letter pairs.  Appendix C provides the data strings for 

all participants. Microsoft Word was used to sort the data and create one 

continuous data string containing markers at the beginning and end of each 

subject’s sequence. Figure 1 displays the frequency count which was 

conducted on the total data string to determine the frequency of use for each 

item (event codes were matched to their full titles). Figure 2 shows the 

frequency of every event used in each condition. The results were then 

separated for the two conditions, Ongoing and Ended sequences. Appendix B 

displays the frequency counts for the two conditions.  
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Figure 1: Event frequencies for all events described in Ongoing and Ended 

relationships. 
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3.2.2 Coding 

Although the original research offered subjects a wide range of items from 

which to construct their sequences, not all these events could be used for 

sequence analysis. A matrix that contained transitions between 59 separate 

events would provide excess data, much of which would be insignificant. 

Therefore only the most frequently used events (High Frequency) were 

selected for further analysis. The events were allocated to three categories: 

High Frequency (HF), Medium Frequency (MF) and Low Frequency (LF).  

The boundaries of each category were decided by identifying distinctive drops 

in the event frequencies graph (Figure 1), which indicated natural groupings in 

the data. From this, 13 items were identified as being the High Frequency (HF) 

events. These items were left as individual, named items which were used for 

further analysis.  All events which fell into the Medium Frequency category 

were consolidated into one group under the title “MF”; all events considered to 

be Low Frequency were consolidated into another group named “LF”. 

Sequences were recoded, and where multiple medium frequency, or low 

frequency events followed each other, they were recoded as a single “MF” of 

“LF” in the sequence.  

Appendix D provides a full description of the items that composed the 

categories “HF”, “MF” and “LF”. To reach the level of High Frequency, these 

events had to occur commonly in both Ongoing and Ended relationships. As 

the majority of negative events tended to occur only in sequences of Ended 

relationships, negative events generally had an overall low frequency and were 

therefore allocated to the low frequency category meaning they do not feature 

on the state transition maps (see Section 3.3). 

For the next stage the thirteen High Frequency events were selected, plus the 

new “events” LF and MF, composed of consolidated collections of items, and 

the start and end markers. These were entered into a transitional frequency 

matrix. 
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3.3 Sequence analysis 

SPSS was used to create transitional frequency matrices for all conditions of 

interest. Appendix E displays the SPSS output tables for these analyses. The 

matrices provide information about the frequency and significance of all event 

transitions. SPSS was used to retrieve a chi square value for each matrix, and 

standard residual values for each transition. Table 1 shows that the chi-square 

value was highly significant (p < .001) for all sequences together, Ongoing 

sequences and Ended sequences, indicating that each condition showed 

evidence of an overall sequential pattern unlikely to occur through chance.  

Table 1: Chi square, degrees of freedom and significance values for each test 

condition 

Condition Chi-square value Degrees of 
freedom 

Significance 
level (p) 

All sequences 4369.528 225 < 0.001 

Ongoing 
sequences 

2283.354 225 < 0.001 

Ended 

sequences 
2220.603 225 < 0.001 

 

The standard residuals were used to determine which transitions occur more 

frequently than would be expected by chance. Colgan and Smith’s (1978) 

guidelines suggest a standard normal residual value (SNR) greater than 1.01 

indicates transitions of interest for this analysis. However, this critical value 

resulted in too many cells being selected. Therefore, it was decided to use a 

more stringent critical value of 2, which is likely to increase the validity of the 

results. The cells corresponding to SNR ≥ 2 were then used to create state 

transition maps. 

State transition maps were created using yEd Graph Editor, version 3.10.2. 

Figures 3 to 5 display significant transitions for the All Events, Ongoing, and 

Ended conditions. Figure 6 displays the shared and unique transitions of 

Ongoing and Ended conditions.  
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Figure 3: State transition map displaying the significant transitions between all 

high frequency events.  
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Figure 4: State transition map of high frequency events of Ongoing relationships. 
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Figure 5: State transition map of high frequency events from Ended relationships. 
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3.4 Commonalities between Ongoing and Ended relationships 

For events to reach the level of High Frequency, they usually occurred very 

frequently in both conditions to sum a high frequency overall. These High 

Frequency events therefore represent what Ongoing and Ended sequences 

have in common. The events which came out as common between the two 

conditions generally referred to the beginning and peak of the relationship. 

3.4.1 Beginnings 

The results indicate that in this study Ongoing and Ended relationship 

sequences appear to start in very similar ways, often by meeting one-another’s 

friends, realising a romantic attraction to one another, and beginning to spend 

time alone. From these initial events, which occur in flexible order, couples 

generally went on to share their first kiss before beginning a sexual 

relationship. 

3.4.2 Peak of relationship 

It was found that both Ongoing and Ended relationship sequences frequently 

reached a point where partners were mutually content and the relationship was 

considered successful, defined by subjects telling each other that they loved 

one another, or that they considered the relationship stable and happy. This 

indicates that the relationships which failed were not fundamentally different 

from the start, and the partners were likely to have reached similar high levels 

of happiness together at one point, but at some point became unhappy.  

Ended sequences are unique in that they are reflections of relationships that 

have already declined and ended. This means they are likely to contain a 

turning point and a decline period during which the couple became unhappy. 

This period is distinctive to Ended relationships, and so the timing and order of 

the ‘Turning Point’ and ‘Decline' events are of particular interest. 
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3.5 Turning points 

Figure 4 shows that the Ongoing relationships in the study were often 

described as currently at the peak of happiness, hence “relationship is stable 

and happy” is the only high frequency event with a significant transition to the 

‘END’ point in the Ongoing sequences. In contrast, the event “relationship is 

happy and stable” was not the final event in Ended relationships, but was 

usually followed by events within the category MF (medium frequency), then 

events within the category LF (low frequency) (Figure 5).  

Category “MF” contains only positive events, showing that there was an 

intermediary sustained period, or plateau, of positive events in the Ended 

relationships that occurred after the “stable and happy” point. However, the 

plateau (MF) was followed by LF which contains all and nearly exclusively 

negative event items. These results indicate that the Ended relationships 

usually reached a similar happy peak to Ongoing relationships before beginning 

the decline period. 

To locate the turning point in the Ended relationships, the data strings were 

analysed and the first negative event to occur after a period of at least four 

positive events (a significant period) was identified. The three most frequent 

events were: “Becoming bored of the relationship”; one partner becoming 

difficult to get hold of”; and having “to move geographically far away”. These 

results indicate two factors were influential turning points in a relationship. The 

first two items could be interpreted as representing one partner becoming 

disillusioned with the relationship. Moving geographically away can put a large 

strain on any relationship. As the sample consisted of university students, who 

were discussing past relationships, it is likely that the high frequency of this 

event refers to departure to a university. Thus the results suggest that this 

occasion marks the first significant disruption of many young adults’ dating 

relationships.  

3.5.1 The decline 

The category ‘LF’ was the largest category of the three (HF, MF, LF), containing 

thirty five events, thirty of which were negative, hence it contained all of the 
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negative events in the study.  For this reason LF had a very high frequency 

count in Ended relationships. Despite this, the transitional frequency matrix 

revealed only one significant transition containing “LF”; this was transition 

from “LF” to the event “END”. This indicates that negative events occurred 

relatively infrequently during the beginning or middle of the Ended relationship 

sequences, hence there were no significant transitions including LF in these 

periods. 

At first, Ended sequences contained few negative events, however, the ratio of 

negative to positive events generally increased over time. An intermediary 

period was often present where negative transitions were interrupted by 

positive events, but the relationship eventually tended to become devoid of 

these temporary uplifts. On average Ended relationships contained five 

consecutive negative events preceding the end of the sequence, showing that 

the relationship eventually declined into a period of constant negativity before 

the relationship was terminated. The length of these extended periods of 

negativity was unique to Ended relationships.  

This pattern supports earlier research by Gottman (1979), who found that 

dissatisfied couples entered absorbing states of negative interaction where 

their sequences contained long strings of unbroken, consecutive negative 

interactions. In contrast, satisfied couples did experience disagreements, but 

these were not perpetuated, and hence long periods of negativity were absent. 

Gottman concluded that it is the persistence of negativity not the occurrence 

which distinguishes unhappy from happy couples.  Gottman’s study showed 

that distressed couples’ minute-by-minute interactions were generally 

deleterious; this research suggests that this negativity may pervade the whole 

relationship.  
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3.6 Differences between ongoing and ended relationships 

3.6.1 Negative events 

Negative events did occur in Ongoing relationships, but not in the same 

frequency; 79% of all negative events in the data occurred in Ended 

relationship sequences, meaning that ended sequences generally contained 

more negative events. One explanation of why couples in Ongoing 

relationships report fewer incidences of negative events, is that negative 

events tended to occur in isolation without perpetuating as Ended sequences 

did; as discussed in section 3.5.1.  

3.6.2 Distinctive signs of failure 

Although the failure of a relationship does not seem predictable from events 

reported at the beginning, there may be signs that the relationship has 

reached a point when it is unlikely to recover. Figure 7 shows that the negative 

event “became unhappy or depressed in the relationship” had by far the 

largest difference in frequency between Ongoing and Ended relationships: it 

occurs almost exclusively within relationships that then go on to fail (frequency 

ratio of 32:1). The events “Worrying about a partner’s fidelity” and “becoming 

attracted to another person” also occurred much more frequently in the Ended 

than the Ongoing relationships. As these events occurred so much more 

frequently in the relationships that consequently failed, they could be taken as 

signs that a relationship is less likely to recover. 
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Figure 7: The difference in negative event frequency between Ongoing and Ended 

relationships. 
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3.6.3 End of sequence 

A frequency count was conducted to find the most frequent final events in 

Ended relationship sequences. The event “Friends advise me to end the 

relationship” was more than three times more likely to be the final event listed 

in an Ended relationship sequence than any other negative event. This 

suggests that many young people consider their friends’ advice to be 

extremely influential in their romantic decision making. 

In contrast, the most common events listed as the final event in Ongoing 

relationship sequences are: “Partner and I discuss plans for the future such as 

marriage or children”, “Input into the relationship is stable/equal from both 

sides” and “Began to feel that relationship is stable and I am happy”. The 

findings show that most subjects registered their Ongoing relationship as 

currently at its peak and selected events that reflect the partners being equally 

happy and anticipating a future together.  

One consideration is that relationship accounts were subjective and based on 

interpretation. People represent their memories in a way aimed at creating a 

coherent picture (Burnett et al, 1987). Therefore, accounts were not 

necessarily objectively factual. People in Ongoing relationships are more likely 

to experience “sentimental-override”, where subject’s overall positivity towards 

their partner means they only relate the most positive information about their 

relationship (MacDonald and Ross, 1999). However, there was a wide spread 

of End events in this category, not all of which were positive, showing that 

some subjects in Ongoing relationships were acknowledging their relationship 

was not currently at its peak. 

3.6.4 Length of sequences 

Results showed that relationships described in both Ended and Ongoing 

conditions seemed to contain an early period of happiness which might be 

referred to as a “honeymoon period” (see section 3.4). Furthermore, in a 

proportion of relationships this period ends and the relationship begins a 

terminal decline.  
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An important note is that timing is an important factor in this research. A 

relationship is not a fixed state, it is dependent on time; so the same 

relationship may be registered at any stage of its development or after it has 

ended depending on the time when the subject happened to partake in the 

study.  

Within the condition “Ongoing relationships” there is no differentiation between 

relationships at different stages. No specific differentiation is made between 

couples registering their relationship as Ongoing after a few weeks, or after 

several years. This means that the condition Ongoing is not necessarily 

synonymous with “successful”, because relationships in this category may have 

been sampled during the typical honeymoon stage present even in relatively 

brief, unsuccessful relationships (see section 3.4.2).  

However, although no information was gathered about the length of each 

relationship, the length of the sequences was thought to provide some 

indication. Results showed that Ended sequences had a median length of 21 

events, and Ongoing had a median of 20 events, implying that the 

relationships are on average similar temporal length. This suggests that the 

majority of Ongoing relationship sequences provided were probably not simply 

in the early honeymoon stages of relationships but were likely to have been 

partnerships proven successful over a period of time.  

3.6.5 Summary 

In summary, the Ended relationships were found to be characterised by a 

“Honeymoon” period at the start, followed by a turning point, an intermediary 

period of positive and negative events, then finally, a string of unbroken 

negative events before the end of the relationship.  

The Ongoing relationships were found to be characterised by a “Honeymoon” 

period at the start, then positive and occasional negative events until the end 

of the sequence.  

As relationship sequences appeared to be of similar temporal lengths overall, 

evidence suggests that failed relationships were distinctive in that they had 
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clear honeymoon periods which came to an end, and from which the 

relationship declined. There was no clear end to the “Honeymoon period” in 

Ongoing relationships, which continued in much the same positive manner. 

Figure 8 is a visual synthesis of the information discussed from section 3.4 to 

3.6 
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3.7 Age effects on relationship sequences 

There are some sequential structure differences between the order of high 

frequency events in Ongoing and Ended conditions. However, results from the 

transition maps seem to suggest that some of these differences may be caused 

by a disparity in age at the time of the relationships.  

In section 3.4, it was noted that many of the relationship examples used by 

subjects for an Ended relationship sequence might be pre-university 

relationships, so a proportion of subjects may have been 18 or under during 

that partnership. As individuals mature from adolescence to adulthood, some 

changes in the nature of their romantic relationships between the ages of 15 to 

21 might be expected.  

Figure 5 shows that in the Ended condition there was a significant transition 

between first kissing, and becoming boyfriend and girlfriend. Figure 4 shows 

that in Ongoing relationship sequences, the event “began having sex” usually 

came between these events, indicating subjects in the Ongoing relationships 

were more likely to begin a sexual relationship before becoming an established 

couple.  

In adult relationships, beginning a sexual relationship before becoming an 

established couple is relatively common; however this is probably less common 

in adolescent relationships. On average, individuals become sexually active 

between the ages of 16 and 17 in the UK (Hawes et al, 2010).Therefore, pre-

university partnerships may not be sexually active at all, or are more likely to 

become so later in a relationship. This may explain this particular sequential 

difference between conditions. 

Furthermore, in Ended relationship sequences the event “held hands in public” 

occurred soon after the earliest stages, whereas this occurred relatively late in 

Ongoing sequences, often after becoming an established couple. In sum, 

events associated with public acknowledgment of the relationship tend to occur 

later in Ongoing sequences. One explanation might be that university students 

consider their romantic relationships to be more serious by that age so take 

more time in deciding to publically establish the relationship. 
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This explanation is supported by the finding that Ongoing relationships 

contained more events suggesting maturity of relationship. For example, 

“discussing plans for the future including marriage and children” was more 

than twice as likely to occur in an Ongoing relationship, alongside “attending 

one another’s family events such as Christmas”. In summary, romantic 

partners aged in their twenties may take longer to become an established 

couple than those in their teens, possibly because more commitment is 

required. 
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3.8 Inequality of affection – destructive for relationships? 

3.8.1 Mutual breakups  

In part 1 of Section 1 of the task, subjects created sequences for Ended 

relationships, they then reported whether the decision to end the relationship 

was mutual, and if not, whether the subject, or their partner had more control 

in ending it. Only 15% of past relationships were registered as being mutually 

ended. This supports the idea that most break-ups are instigated by one 

partner more than the other (Sprecher, Schmeeckle, Felmlee, 2006).  

3.8.2 Equality of attachment in non-mutual breakups 

The list of events provided to subjects to create their relationship sequences 

were designed to reveal imbalance. Seven items were chosen that represented 

the subject being the less attached of the couple (LA), for instance, subjects 

could report that they: “Began to be bored of the relationship”, or “Began to 

notice partner being needy or demanding”. Alternatively, another seven items 

represented the opposite, i.e., that they are the more attached partner (MA) 

e.g., “Noticed that partner discusses a future which does not involve me”, or 

“Partner begins being difficult to get hold of”. Table 2 lists the events contained 

in the categories LA and MA.  
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Table 2 Items that demonstrated inequality of affection within a relationship as 

experienced by subjects: who were the more  attached (MA), or the less attached (LA) 

partner 

Subject is the more attached (MA) Subject is the less attached (LA) 

Partner begins being difficult to get 

hold of 

Began to be bored of the relationship 

Began to think partner is distancing 

themselves from me or ignoring me 

Began to feel attracted to someone 

else other than my partner 

Began to feel abandoned or insecure 
Began to notice partner being needy or 

demanding 

Became aware that I am keener on my 
relationship than my partner is 

Began to distance myself from partner 
(space) 

Partner becomes romantically involved 

with someone other than me 

Became aware that my partner is 

keener on the relationship than I am  

Became worried/suspicious about 

partner’s fidelity 

I became romantically involved with 

someone other than my partner 

Noticed that partner discusses a future 
which does not involve me 

Partner expresses worry/suspicion 
about my fidelity 
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About equal numbers of people chose to use past relationships in which either 

they or their partner chose to end the partnership - subject-ended (SE), 

partner-ended (PE). For analysis, the data was divided into these two groups.  

A frequency count was conducted where the number of MA and LA events was 

counted for all subjects in PE and SE conditions. When a sequence contained 

more MA events than LA events (MA > LA), the subject was deemed to be the 

more attached partner. If their sequence contained more LA events (LA > MA) 

the subject was deemed to be the less attached partner. Subjects who had 

equal numbers of events from either category, or no instances of these events 

were excluded from this table. Table 3 shows the number of subjects allocated 

to each sub-group depending on this analysis.  

The analysis showed that it was very unusual for a subject deemed to be the 

more attached partner, to have ended the relationship, or for a subject who 

was considered to be the less attached of the couple to have the relationship 

ended by their partner. This suggests that the direction of the break up was 

not incidental, and that there is evidence that a partner’s status as the more or 

less attached partner persists during the course of the relationship. Figure 9 

and Figure 10 show that the effect was consistent because the directional trend 

was true for every event within the two categories. 

 

 
Table 3: Table showing the number of relationship sequences in which 

subjects were the more versus less attached of the couple (variable 1), in 

partner-ended versus subject-ended relationships (variable 2) 

 Partner ended 

relationship (PE) 

Subject ended 

relationship (SE) 

Subject is the more 
attached (MA) 

24 3 

Subject is the less 

attached (LA) 
4 29 
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Figure 9: Frequencies of events indicating subject is the less attached partner 

in the couple (LA items) in Ended relationships. 

 

Figure 10:  Frequencies of events indicating subject is the more attached partner in 

the couple (MA items) in Ended relationships. 
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3.8.3 Role of more attached (MA) and less attached (LA) partners during 

relationship 

As discussed above, there is evidence that the relationships were rarely ended 

mutually, and that at the time of the breakup, the partners fell into distinctive 

roles as either the more, or less attached partner. A time analysis was 

conducted to find if these partner roles were unchanging throughout the 

relationship. Each non-mutually ended relationship sequence was divided into 

four parts. A frequency count was conducted of LA items in each quarter of 

every SE sequence, and also a count of all MA items in PE sequences. Appendix 

F displays the results of the analysis.  

As might be predicted, there is little evidence of different levels of attachment 

during the early “honey moon” period. However, there is significant evidence 

of consistent different levels of attachment during the entire latter half of the 

relationship. Subjects in partner-ended relationships consistently received 

signals indicating they were the more attached partner during the relationship 

and similarly, subjects in subject-ended relationships reported being 

consistently aware they were the less devoted partner. Furthermore, reports of 

LA and MA events increased over the course of the relationships, indicating 

that discrepancies in attachment only seem to increase as relationships 

progress. These results support Sprecher et al’s (2006) hypothesis that when a 

relationships ends non-mutually, the inequality of attachment has usually been 

clear throughout the relationship, with one partner consistently being the more 

attached, and the other less attached partner. 

3.8.4 Inequality is a sign of a poor relationship 

To determine whether inequality was specifically a sign of a poor relationship, 

items representing both the more and less attached partner were combined to 

represent general inequality. Table 4 displays the results of a frequency count 

which revealed that all signals of inequality were much more evident in Ended 

relationships, with more than five times as many signals of inequality being 

recorded in Ended sequences. This implies that, in this sample, inequality was 
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a sign of a generally less successful relationship and supports research by 

Sprecher et al that inequality increases the likelihood of relationship failure. 

It can also be reasoned that people are generally aware of their role in the 

couple, as subjects frequently reported related information. Inequality can 

cause great unhappiness. However, despite one partner being given consistent 

negative signals throughout the course of the relationship, the more attached 

partner was still less likely to end the relationship, presumably because of their 

attachment to their partner, or perhaps hope that it will change. 

Table 4: Table showing the difference in frequency of all inequality signals occurring 
in Ongoing versus Ended relationships 

Inequality signals Ongoing Ended 

Partner begins being difficult to get hold of 4 26 

Began to think partner is distancing themselves from me or 

ignoring me 5 24 

Began to feel abandoned or insecure 3 21 

Became aware that I am keener on my relationship than my 

partner is 3 24 

Partner becomes romantically involved with someone other 

than me 3 18 

Became worried/suspicious about partner’s fidelity 2 19 

Noticed that partner discusses a future which does not 

involve me 7 13 

Began to be bored of the relationship 5 23 

Began to feel attracted to someone else other than my 

partner 3 27 

Began to notice partner being needy or demanding 3 24 

Began to distance myself from partner (space) 5 21 

Became aware that my partner is keener on the relationship 

than I am  5 23 

I became romantically involved with someone other than my 

partner 4 16 

Partner expresses worry/suspicion about my fidelity 5 12 

Total 57 291 
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3.9 Values and qualities 

In Section 2, subjects were asked what they valued in a romantic partner, 

what they perceived to be their own strengths and weaknesses in 

relationships, and what they considered to be the causes of the Ended 

relationship described in Part 1 of Section 1. Subjects rated the truth of 

statements provided. Each question had five statements that were aimed at 

gauging subjects’ attitudes towards: Faithfulness, Stability, Dedication of time 

to partner, Agreeableness and Independence/security. The aim was to look for 

running themes in subjects’ answers. Appendix A contains the original 

questions subjects answered; Appendix G shows for each question the median 

ratings for each statement. Appendix H displays the SPSS output of the 

correlation analyses. 

3.9.1 Dedication of time 

The most prominent reason listed for the dissolution of the past relationship 

was lack of time spent together due to geographical distance or alternative 

commitments such as social life or academic studies.  This is consistent with 

Ended relationships including a high frequency of subjects having moved 

geographically further away, thought to relate to subjects leaving for university 

and hence making it difficult to spend time together. 

3.9.2 Faithfulness 

Faithfulness was rated as the least common cause of relationship failure, with 

a minimum median rating of 1. Overall subjects rated faithfulness to be their 

most positive quality, and also what they most valued in a partner. These 

findings combined suggest that unfaithfulness is uncommon in young adults, 

contrary to research by Roloff et al (2001) who found unfaithfulness as a key 

cause of relationship failure in undergraduates. This conflict in findings may 

reflect that some subjects in this study may be recalling relationships from 

adolescence when romantic infidelity may be less common. 

No significant relationship was found between subject’s rating of their own 

tendency to be unfaithful, and unfaithfulness as a cause for the relationship 
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failure; rs(80) = -.1, p >.05. This may be because one partner’s aversion to 

infidelity does not ensure the faithfulness of the other. 

3.9.3 Fun 

Subjects valued highly having a partner who was considered “entertaining and 

fun”, with the trait achieving a maximum median value of 7, on par with 

faithfulness in a partner. This shows that young adults have a preference for 

romantic relationships that are enjoyable and light-hearted; a preference which 

might be different to older dating couples who consider their relationships 

more serious. 

3.9.4 Security and independence 

Generally, subjects considered their most negative quality as a partner as 

insecurity or needing reassurance. A significant positive correlation was found 

between how subject’s rated their own independence, and how they valued 

having an independent and secure partner; rs(80) = .30, p = .006 This 

suggests that the more secure a person is, the more they value a partner who 

is also secure in themselves. Conversely, less independent individuals are more 

tolerant of a partner who needs reassurance. 

No relationship was found between how subjects rated insecurity as a 

weakness, and their tendency to be the more attached partner during 

relationships, rs(80)  = .06, p >.05. Furthermore, no relationship was found 

between how subjects rated independence as a strength, and their tendency to 

be the less attached partner in during relationships, rs(80) = .06, p >.05. 

Thus, the evidence provided no support for the theory that insecure individuals 

tend to be the more attached partner, or the reverse (Downey et al (1999). 

3.9.5 Agreeableness 

Subjects considered agreeableness as the least valued quality in a partner, 

suggesting that young adults do not consider arguments or criticism from a 

partner in a relationship to be strongly aversive. 

However, a positive correlation was found between subject’s ratings of how 

prone they were to being easily irritated and critical of their partner, and 
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subject’s ratings of escalated disagreements and criticalness as a cause of their 

past relationship failure; rs(80) = .36, p < .001; suggesting that the more 

easily irritable or critical a subject rates themselves, the more likely they are to 

have these factors cause the end of their relationships. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In answer to the research objectives, although there was no evidence of 

unique content, some events were much more common to either Ended or 

Ongoing relationships. There was evidence that the conditions Ongoing and 

Ended exhibited unique sequential structures. However, these sequential 

differences were mainly thought to reflect differences in the age of the subject 

at the time of the relationship. There was evidence of specific signs that 

marked out relationships that were likely to fail. Ended relationships also 

tended to contain common turning points that preceded a decline. 

More specific findings revealed that young adults generally consider 

entertaining and faithful to be the most desirable traits in a romantic partner. 

Although young adults in this sample did not consider agreeableness to be a 

desirable trait, results suggest this is an undervalued virtue. As individuals who 

consider themselves to be easily irritated or critical tend to report having 

relationships fail due to escalated arguments and criticalness, suggesting they 

are less likely to have harmonious relationships. 

Initially sequences for relationships that went on to fail were not distinctive; 

both Ended and Ongoing relationships seemed to begin with a period of 

positivity and often reached a point of true happiness and satisfaction. This 

describes a period of time when partners developed and strengthened their 

attachment to one another. At the time of the study, most Ongoing 

relationships had experienced few negative disruptions to their happiness, and 

so there was no sign of an end to this “honeymoon period”. 

In contrast, Ended relationships could be identified by the fact this positive 

period ended and the relationship began to decline. The most common turning 
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points were one partner becoming bored, or having moved away. There is no 

evidence that these were terminal signals, but they might indicate the 

beginning of a deterioration in the dynamics of the partnership.  

Following this turning point the ratio of negative to positive events increased 

over time, and the final part of ended sequences was marked by extended 

periods of consecutive negative events. Ongoing relationships tended to only 

experience disparate negative events which never perpetuated into the long 

periods seen in the sample of failed relationships. This provided support for 

Gottman’s (1979) previous research finding that dissatisfied couples exhibit 

distinctive sequences of consecutive negativity. In Gottman’s research it was 

concluded that dissatisfied couples were more likely to escalate disagreements 

and reciprocate negativity rather than diffuse conflict. 

These preliminary and limited results suggest it might be important for couples 

to have a mutual level of attachment and affection for one another. People 

have subjective interpretation of what is too much or too little attachment, so 

it is not the level of affection per se, but a discrepancy between partners which 

seemed to cause difficulties. Possibly because the less attached individual 

tended to feel that their partner was overly demanding, whilst the more 

attached individual felt rejected. Furthermore, this early research suggests that 

imbalance of attachment and affection within a couple is unlikely to change 

with time. 

The results of this preliminary study of relationships in young adults suggest 

that relationships that have begun to display extended periods of disharmony, 

or partners have begun to feel deep unhappiness, are unlikely to recover. 

However, an additional note is that partners in young adult and adolescent 

relationships probably have lower long term expectations of the relationship 

compared to older couples. Therefore they may be more likely to give up in the 

face of adversity where older couples might seek resolution.  
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5. LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

This research provides some insights into the progression and decline of young 

adult relationships. However, no other research has been conducted in this 

specific field and so its results must be viewed as a starting point for further 

research. Although the current research offers insights into problems 

encountered in dating relationships, it cannot offer specific solutions for these 

problems.  Future research might aim to determine how chains of negative 

events can be broken, and examples of how couples might recover from 

specific negative events.  

Valuable information in future studies might be obtained by asking subjects to 

estimate time scale of their sequences. Although the length of their sequences 

provides some indication of temporal scale, a single event such as “relationship 

is stable and happy” may actually characterise a significant period of time. This 

information is currently unavailable for this research. In addition, the findings 

propose that all relationships have a period of success at first, but that it is the 

length of this period which may indicate relationship success. For couples who 

go on to remain together permanently, this period may never end, whereas in 

troubled couples the happy period may be relatively short lived. Further 

research could use this time scale information to discover what factors predict 

the length of this success period. 
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Appendix A 

Participant task pack 
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University of Nottingham 

School of Psychology 

Information Sheet 

Research Project on Events leading to the dissolution of romantic 

relationships 
Researchers: Victoria Howarth 

Contact Details: Email – lpyvh@nottingham.ac.uk 

This is an invitation to take part in a research study on the course of romantic 

relationships.  

The reason you have been approached is because this research is focusing on the 

experiences of young people. 

Before you decide if you wish to take part, it is important for you to understand why the 

research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read the following 

information carefully.  

 

If you participate you will be asked to complete two event sequences by selecting events 

available to you to create two relationship paths. In part two you will then be asked to 

answer some questions about your attitudes and values by rating statements on a scale of 

how true they are for you. 

The whole procedure will last 10-15 minutes. 

Participation in this study is totally voluntary and you are under no obligation to take part. 

You are free to withdraw at any point before or during the study. All data collected will be 

kept confidential and used for research purposes only. 

If you have any questions or concerns please don’t hesitate to ask now. We can also be 

contacted after your participation at the above address. 

 

If you have any further concerns or complaints, please contact; Alan Sunderland 

(Ethics Committee Chair) alan.sunderland@nottingham.ac.uk   

mailto:alan.sunderland@nottingham.ac.uk
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CONSENT FORM 

 
 

 

Events leading to the dissolution of romantic relationships 

 

Investigators:  (Victoria Howarth and David Clarke) 
School of Psychology, University of Nottingham 

 
 
The participant should complete the whole of this sheet himself/herself.  Please cross out as 
necessary  
 
 

 Have you read and understood the participant information sheet  YES/NO 
 

 Have you had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study  YES/NO 
 

 Have all the questions been answered satisfactorily    YES/NO  
 

 Have you received enough information about the study    YES/NO 
 

 Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from the study: 
 

at any time        YES/NO 
 

without having to give a reason      YES/NO 
 

 Do you agree to take part in the study      YES/NO  
 

 

Age:                 Sex: 
 

 
“This study has been explained to me to my satisfaction, and I agree to take part. I 
understand that I am free to withdraw at any time.” 
 
Signature of the Participant:      Date: 
 
 
Name (in block capitals) 
 
I have explained the study to the above participant and he/she has agreed to take part. 
 
 
Signature of researcher       Date 
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Introduction 

This research is looking at the sequences of events which make up the story of people’s romantic 

relationships. Most dating relationships that people experience will at some point come to an end, as most 

individuals have more than one romantic relationship in their lifetime. This research will look at the events 

which make up relationships and look for common patterns. For this study the term ‘relationship’ will 

include any example of a romantic involvement from casual dating to considering the relationship as 

serious.  

There are TWO parts to this research: 

 First part: You will be asked to give two examples of relationships you know of.  

- ONE that has ENDED 

- ONE that is considered successful because it is ONGOING  

Consult the lists of events provided, write down in a sequence all the events which occurred in your 

example, using their codes: E.g AB, AF, BS, BL, AT 

 Second part: You will be asked to answer some questions about your character and values. 

Choosing an example 

For the purpose of this study, it is best to choose examples of relationships which you have the most 

information about that you are comfortable using. You can select examples of romantic involvement from 

your own past or present, that of a friend or simply create one using information from films or TV, if you do 

not have, or are uncomfortable using a relationship that is personal. 

Instructions 

 Look at the list of positive and negative events available. For both example relationships in part 1 

and 2, select all the points which occurred in the example you have chosen. Ignore points which 

did not occur and are irrelevant for your example. 

 Remember to include the points which may seem ‘obvious’ like kissing for the first time, because 

they are important for a complete story. 

 The events are separated into negative and positive simply because they are easier to read; do not 

copy this format for your examples. 

 There are 2 boxes available for each part, a draft box in which you can write notes and assemble an 

order. You can repeat numbered events which occurred multiple times over the course of the 

relationship. 

 Print in the SECOND box the final sequence of your example relationship. Repeat for second 

example relationship in part 2. 
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Plot the sequence of events using the positive and negative events provided of a relationship 

which HAS ENDED 

Use box below to draft order of sequence:   e.g  AF  BT  AZ  C1  BE…etc 

 

 

 

 

FINAL DRAFT OF SEQUENCE:  (REMEMBER – only use events which match your example) 

 

 

 

 

Select option from below which describes how relationship finished:   

I had more control in ending relationship 

Partner had more control in ending relationship 

Romantic involvement is ended mutually 

 

Please indicate by marking the spectrum how close to personal experience the example you have chosen 

is 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information from 

completely made 

up example 

Information 

accurately reflects 

my own experience 
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Plot the sequence of events, using the positive and negative events provided which occurred in 

a relationship which is  ON-GOING (have not yet separated) 

 

Use box below to draft order of sequence: e.g    AF  BT  AZ  C1  BE…etc 

 

 

 

 

 

FINAL DRAFT OF SEQUENCE:  (REMEMBER – only use events which match your example) 

 

 

 

 

Please indicate by marking the spectrum how close to personal experience the example you have chosen 

is 

 

 

  

 

 

Information from 

completely made up 

example 

Information 

accurately reflects 

my own experience 
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Part Two: Answer the questions below by rating the extent to which the phrases are true. A rating of 1 

indicates ‘not true at all’, a rating of 7 indicates ‘very true’. 

The most prominent problem in the 
relationship which ended was…  

Rating  

Escalation of disagreements, criticalness or 
aggravation 

1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

Unfaithfulness  1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

Boredom 1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

Lack of time spent together: geographical 
distance, or dedication to other things e.g 
course, social life 

1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

Insecurity , paranoia or need for 
reassurance  

1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

The following are not necessarily about 'this relationship' 

If I have positive qualities as a romantic 
partner it is that… 

Rating  

I am independent and don’t tend to need 
much reassurance or feel paranoid 

1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

I am agreeable, I support my partner and 
don’t criticise them out loud 

1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

I find it easy to be loyal and faithful to one 
partner 

1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

I always dedicate time to my partner 1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

I am stable and not flighty or easily bored 1         2         3        4        5        6        7 
  

If I have negative tendencies in 
relationships it is that… 

Rating  

I can get bored or go off people easily 1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

I can be insecure, jealous or paranoid about 
my partner’s commitment to me 

1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

I am easily annoyed by or I am critical of my 
partner 

1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

I find it difficult to be loyal to one partner 1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

I am independent/busy and find it difficult 
to dedicate time to a partner 

1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

  

In a relationship I value a partner who… Rating  

Is emotionally secure, does not need a lot 
of reassurance 

1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

Is loyal and faithful 1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

Is entertaining and fun 1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

Is agreeable/not argumentative/does not 
criticise me 

1         2         3        4        5        6        7 

Dedicates time to see me regularly and is 
reliable 

1         2         3        4        5        6        7 
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DEBRIEF 

 

 

This research has young adults’ experience of relationships. By collecting 

sequences of events that have occurred in both relationships that have ended, 
or that are ongoing, this research aimed to find differences in the event 

sequences between relationships that are successful and those that have 

failed. The research also asked questions about individuals’ values and their 

characteristics in relationships. It is suggested that these answers might 
correspond to the relationship experiences they record. For instance individuals 

who say that they particularly value a partner who devotes time to them, 

would be more likely to end a relationship in which their partner failed to do 

this.  
 

If you would like to find out the results of the research, please feel free to 

email me and I will send you a summary of the results after their analysis:   

lpyvh@nottingham.ac.uk  

 
 

If you have found the recall of personal events distressing, or would like 

somebody to talk to please contact either of the services listed below. 

 
 

Samaritans: 08457 90 90 90 

Counselling Service (Nottingham): 0800 458 4511 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:lpyvh@nottingham.ac.uk
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Appendix B 

Frequency graphs of events in sequences of 

Ended and Ongoing relationships 
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Figure B1: Event frequencies for all events described in Ended relationships sequences  
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Figure B2: Frequencies of all events described in Ongoing relationship sequences 
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Appendix C 

Data strings for all participants 

Ended Relationships 

001*/AA AQ AX AC AF AS AD AB AU AH AG BJ BO BC AI AJ BJ BP BR BS BX CG BN AW AP AE AQ AK AB 
AL CA BJ BO AV AN 

002*/AA AF AC AU AI AH AQ AX AS AD AB BP BR CA BU BF 

003*/AA AC AD AB AG AF AX AH AJ AK AJ AO AQ AP AR BJ BL BO BP BR CC 

004*/AF AE BQ AX AU AC BD AM AL AO BF AI AJ BO BH BI CG BN BT 
005*/AF AC AH AI BS BT AD AS AP AE AB BU BV BC BO BC AM BQ AL AO AT BD BM BV CB AV AO AR BE 
BH BT BI BW AV CD CE CF CE AV BG BN BR CG 
006*/AA AF AH AC AB BG BN AV AW AP AO AU AX AE AR AD AM AL AR AG AJ AT BA AY BR AN BG BH 
BK BM BQ CG BE 

007*/AQ AC AV AA AD AE AJ AM AO AT AY BG BA BM CB CC CD CG 

008*/AA AC AB AH AI AF AP AE AD AQ AG AR AO AM AL AT AU AX BU AX BJ BR BO BS BL AW 

009*/AH AA AB AQ AC AK AE AD AL AM AO AR AV AY BA AN BY BZ BW CG BP BM BH BI BQ BE 

010*/AB AF AU AE BK BI BQ BG BF 

011*/AA AE AU AX AC AP AI AQ AO AT AV AK BG AF BI BJ BO BP BQ BN 

012*/AA AF AC AE AU AH AI BA AL AM AY AZ AO AR AT BL BN BO BP CG AW BF BI AV BJ BR CC 
013*/AF AA AC AE AP AX AI AM AL AH AQ AD AG AK AS AT CD AY CB BH BT BY AV BP BB BU AN AO AJ 
CA BW BL BV BR 

014*/AC AA AF AX AE AO AU BJ BL BH BI BS CG CE CD 

015*/AF AA AQ AC AU AS CA AD BD AG AH AO CC AT AX BE BR AK AJ CB CE BS  
016*/AH AB AA AC AK AD AF AX AI AJ AE CD AL AM AT AO AG AQ AR AU AS AN BA BB AY AZ BV BW BK 
BU BS BX AV BN AW BD BL BJ BO BF BR BH BT 

017*/AA AB AC AE AV AQ AF AX AH AD AK AM AO BI BQ CD 

018*/AA AX AC AE AH AB AI BB AK AD AL AM AO AG AT AV AN BG BL BF BJ BO BR BU BE CG 

019*/AF AA AC AE AG BE BH BJ BU BT CF 

020*/AA AC AF CC BQ CB AX AD AQ AU AK AS AH AY AJ AG AI BF BA CD BJ BR BL BI 

021*/AH AF AB AA AC AJ AN AD AP AG AO AI AR AQ AS AU AX AY AV BD BX BP 

022*/AB AH AA AC AF AI AD AG AP AX AE AO AQ AM AL BO BP BJ AY BU BX AN BN AW BS BN AW BQ 

023*/AA AC AD AB AK AU CE CG 

024*/AF AA AC AQ AH AB AP AO AE AH AD BZ AL BL BF BU BI 

025*/AA AC AF CC BQ CB AX AD AQ AU AK AS AH AY AJ AG AI BF BA CD BJ BR BL BI 

026*/AA AF AC AD AG AX AQ AI AM AL CA BS AV BR AJ AH CB BI CC CD 

025*/AA AB AE BP BE BG BH BO BU CG BS 

028*/AA AE AP AL AZ CA BF BH BT BY CG BJ BM BK BF BV BW 

029*/AA AF AC AX AM AD AE BD AL AQ AJ AJ AS AT AR AH BQ BK BG BI BX BP BE BM  

030*/AA AC AB AD AF AH AI AE AU AX AS AN AL AM AZ BL BO BW BI BN BO CD CA BS 

031*/AH AA AB AC AP AF AJ AG AR AQ AY BH BN BT BV 

032*/AV AX AA AE AC AQ AK AD AE AJ BC AM AL BB AN AV AY BQ CC CB BP BK BF CG 

033*/AB AC AF AK AE BI BK BM AI CD 

034*/AA AU AC AD AI AG AV AJ AK AP AX BF BO BP BX AR AN AN BW AT CG 
034*/AA AF AQ AU AX AB AH AS AL AE AP AI AJ AR AO AY AL AM AD AG BA AZ AK BW BX BV BC CF AV 
BB CD BH BK CB BS BT AN BN BP BY AW BM VG 
035*/AA AB AH AP AE AX AC AF AI AJ AK AR AM AL AT AU AG AY AD AG AV BG BI BK BH BP BW BV BT 
CC CD BN CG 
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036*/AH AB AA AC AK AD AF AX AI AJ AE CD AL AM AT AO AG AQ AR AU AS AN BA BB AY AZ BV BW BK 
BU BS BX AV BN AW BD BL BJ BO BF BR BH BT 

038*/AA AF AT AQ AC AD AS AH AG AV BQ BK BH BI BT  

039*/AA C AV AD AF AE AG AB AJ AO AL AM AQ AS AT AX AK AH AI AY BA BK BX CB CD  

040*/AA AC AD AF AS AX AE AI AH AJ AR AQ AN AV CD BJ CB AM AL BI BH 

041*/AC AD AA AE AF AP AE AB AK AL AM AO AH AI BB AS AN BK CD CB CG  

042*/AH AB AA AC AF AQ AI AU AP AX AE AD AJ AK AM AL AO AR CD CB BK BP BR BW BY BX CA 
043*/AF AC AA AH AD AG AE AP AI AL AN AU AT AR AS AQ AX BB AW BD BE BF BH BI BG BL BR BN BP 
BW BX CA CB CG 
044*/AF AN AH AI AO AP AC AD AR AS AV AQ AX BC BD BE BF BG BH BI BS BK BL BM BN BP BR BW CA 
CB CG 

045*/AA AC AF AH AX AQ AU AE AD AI AJ BL BP BY AW AP AL AM AY CD BP CB BN 

046*/AA AC AP BK AM BQ AV CG BM CF AT BH CD BV CF 

047*/AB AF AX AA AC AD AE AG AH AM AL AQ AB AP AO AN AS AT AV BK BG BF BD AW BF BI CG 

048*/AA AF AC AD AE AK AB AM AL AI AJ AT BB BU BF AT BP BS 

049*/AC AE CB AF AG AH AI AJ AL AM BJ AN BU AO AP AQ BI AT AU BX CG  

050*/AA AF AE AX AC AI AK AM AL AO AD BA BQ BK BF BW BV BN CG 

051*/AA AF AX AC AE AP AB AI AM BG BI BM BQ BN AW BU CG 

052*/AF AA AB AH AQ AX AU AC AD AE AI AJ AK AG AM AL AO AN AR BG BN BH BI CG 

053*/AC AA BJ BC AF AE AX AD AP AG AO AZ AM AC CD CB BN BR BU CG 
054*/AF AA AE AP AC AX AQ AU AR AH AS AO AM AV BC AT AL AD  
BP BN CB CC BI 

055*/AA AB AH AC AE AX AM AL AO AP BF AD AT BM BN AW BL CA BS 

056*/AA AH AB AF AI AX AC AE AP AU AR AO AS AM AY AL BD AQ BK BN 

057*/AA AF AU AX AE AQ BY CD CB CF BR BF CG 

058*/AA AF AT AC AB AO AD AT AR AS BB BY BO BP BM BH BI 
059*/AU AC AL AP AM AX BQ AB AF AH AB AA AF AE AI AQ AY BB BA AO AR AZ AS AD CF BX BC AV AG 
AT BK BF BG BD BH BI BM CG BE 

060*/AA AC AD AF AH AP BR BL BE BM BF BI CG BT 

061*/AA AC AB AH AI AF AD AL AM AO BB BL BN CG 

062*/AH AA AC AF AX AD AB AI AK AJ AQ AU AO AP BK AL BN AW BQ CD 
063*/AH AB AC AA AF AI AJ AE AP AS AD AG AK AM AL AO AR AQ BA BB AT AY BC BG BH BI BT AW BF 
BM BE 
064*/AU AB AA AF AH AI AO AQ AR AT AX AC AM AL AY BK BX BC BY AV BM BF BW BP BQ BI BN AW 
BQ BP CD  

065*/AA AC AX AU AQ AD AH AK AL AM AO AT AW AZ BJ BL BO BU BP BN 
066*/AA AF AU AX AC AI AE AP AJ AQ AM BA AR AY AO BA AK AL AD AG AS AT BB AN BU BS CG AW 
AO CC BL CB CA BJ BN AW AP AO BX BJ BL BF BI BP CG CA BI.  

067*/AF AA AE AU AT AC AX AQ AL AM BH BG BI 

068*/AA AC AF AD AG AB AJ AI AP AR AM AL AN CD BG BL BQ CG AV BC AO BS  

069*/AA AC AE AH AI AO AR AS AU BC BJ BO BI BU BP BF BH 

070*/AA AF AP AC AE AX AH AI AM BG BI BM 

071*/AV AW BG BH BM BI CG BT 

072*/AF AA AB AC AD AE AS BF BG BI BR CG 
073*/AB AF AQ AA AH AO AX AI AJ AK AD AO BX BY AG BC AM AL BB BA AS AT AN AY AZ BF BW BJ BL 
BI BO BP 

074*/AA AX AU AF AC AM AL AE AD BJ BL BR CG 

075*/AB AA AC AD AG AF AM AL AS AV AU AY AZ BA BC CB BN AW AZ 
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076*/AF AE AI AM AL AU AD BD BK CD BH  

077*/AA AB AC AE AH AI AK AL AO AX AZ BJ BO BP BR BS BU 

078*/AA AC AB AD AE AH AI AM AL AO AR AS AT AX BC AN BM BQ BD BE BF BI CG 

079*/AF AC AD AI AM AL AP AO CC CB CF 

080*/AA AC AF AH AD AX AB AP BQ BK BV BW BX BN BI  

081*/AQ AU AV AA AB AO AX BA BB AC AH AI AL AM AY AZ AV BP BT CE BN BM BF BP CG 

 

Ongoing Relationships 

001*/AA AF AQ AC AD AX AR AT CD AP AE CB AG BV BL BX BP BM BT AV 

002*/AA AF AC AH AB AQ AD AU AE AX AG AM AL AJ AI AK AS AO AT AR AV BC BA BB AY AZ AN 

003*/AB AC AQ AA AF AD AX AG AU AR AP AE AH AK AI AJ AS AL AM AO AN AT AV AY BB BA 
004*/AF AA AE AX AC AM AL AS AI AR AU AO AD AG AQ AY AZ BB AQ AK AJ AT BI AJ AK AY AZ AV CC 
CD AS AQ AU AS AY AZ AR 

005*/AB AA AC AF BP BC AD AH AO BR BM BY AT AO 

006*/AH AI AA AB AC AF AD AQ AX AU AE AO AR AM AL AJ AK AT BA BB BX CA CB CC AV AO 

007*/AU AQ AH AF AA AC BA AD AP AS AK AJ AG CD AV AL 

008*/AB AH AA AF AC AQ AS AV AX AD AP AE AL AM AO AI AJ AR AN AV AY BA BB CA 

009*/AB AH AA AF AC AQ AS AV AX AD AP AE AL AM AO AI AJ AR AN AV AY BA BB CA 
010*/AB AA AE AF AQ AC AX AS AM AL AK BB AY AU AI AG BJ BL BU BO BN BS BP BC AW AT AO BA CD 
CA BO BG AW AT AV BB AR 

011*/AA AC AF AE AP AI AD AG AK AJ AX AR AO AS AB AH AQ AL AM AT AU AV AY AN BC CC CD 

012*/AA AF AB AH AQ AU AC AE AP AX AD AG AM AL AO BJ AR 

013*/AF AQ AC AX AD BD BQ BY AV AE AP AA AL AO AB CD AG AY AZ AI BA AU AS AT AS AO AH AR 

014*/AA AC AF AE AP AI AD AG AK AJ AX AR AO AS AB AH AQ AL AM AT AU AV AY AN BC CC CD 

015*/AC AA AD AT BY AV AH AI AS AY AL AM BB 

016*/AA AC AD AFH AF 

017*/AA AE BA BB AC AO AM AL AI AT AZ 

018*/AU AA AC AP AE AH AQ AJ BA AL AM AD AO AR AG BZ AV AO AY 

019*/AF AA AC AH AE AI AC AD AQ BR BP BC BY AY AZ BB 

020*/AA AB AF AH AC AQ AU AX AD AP AS AJ AI AK AG AR AO AT BB AY AM AL 

021*/AH AA AC AX AQ BQ AF AQ AB 

022*/AA AF AC AD AG AE AM AL AH AI AO AY BA BC AT AN 

023*/AA AC AK AD AK AE AM AL AQ AP AO AS AT AX AY AZ BA BC AN 

024*/ AF AA AC AD AB AH AG AS AQ AP AI AJ AX AO AU AE 

025*/AA AB AF AH AC AQ AU AX AP AD AS AJ AI AK AG AR AO AT BB AY AM AL 

026*/AA AC BS AF AS AU AQ AX AP AD AE AR AO AH 

027*/AA AB AE AD AP AF AH AI BV AN AT CB AY AZ AM AR AA BB 

028*/AA AU AX AH AC AD AP AO BO BD AV AM AL AY AN AH AR 

029*/AI AF AS AB AA AV AT AC AD AQ AX AE AO AR AM AL AY AV BX BC BK BQ 

030*/AA AC AB AD AF AI AU AX AS AN AL AM AZ BL 

031*/AA AV AX AH AC AI AB AF AJ AE AP AO AL AM AD AG AR AT BG BN BV AW AV AY AZ 

032*/AC AD AN AK BM BN AW AP AE AJ AS AM 

033*/AA AF AC AB AH AD AQ AG AP AI AK AJ AS AO AY BB AV AR AN CD 

034*/AA AQ AU BL CC AT AU AH AI AJ BC 

035*/AB AH AX AF AC AD AQ AS AT AM AI AK AG AY BA BX BC BB AR AO AE AP AL AM AN AZ 
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036*/AA AB AC AF AX AD AG AP AL AM AO AU AQ AS AE AI AJ AK AY AN AR AT BB AZ CD CB AV AO 

037*/AA AC AD AH AF 

038*/AA AF AQ AC AD AX AG CC AE AR AH AS AO AT CB BS BP BI BC AV AQ AS AI 

039*/AA AC AD AH AN BE BH BI BT CA 

040*/AA AF AC AD AB AK AQ AO AS AJ 

041*/AU AA AC AD AG AF AQ AH AI AR AO 

042*/AB AH AA AC AD BH BI AF BT BV BG BR CG 

043*/AF AA AC AD AP AB AH AX AQ AI AJ AM AL AO AE AR AU AS AY AZ AV CC BB AK BA 

044*/AF AA AC AD AP AB AY AH AQ AX AI AK AM AM AO AE CC BB AS BA CD 

045*/AC AD AA AF AB AH AU AP AX AE AS AN AI AJ BB 

046*/AC AU AA AF AN AI AX AD AE AY CC AL AM AO BW CA 

047*/AA AC AB AF AH AD AG AQ AI AJ AK AP AM AL AE AO AR AS AV AX AT AV AN AY BB AR 

048*/AA AF AB AC AP AD AE CC CB AV AR AO AH AJ AM AL BA AN AY 

049*/AA AC AD AF AE AG AL AM AI AK AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV AW AX AY AZ BA BB BC 

050*/AB AU AC AI AE AD BJ BC AO AM AL AR AG BA BB AY AZ CD AW AR 

051*/AH AA AF AC AD AO AP AG AM AL AK AJ AQ BA BB AY AZ AS AR CC AV AT AO 

052*/AA AB AH AC AD AE AK AJ AI AR AS AX 

053*/AC AA AB AF AD AH BP BC AE AP AX AG AS AL AM AO AY AZ 

054*/AF AA AS AC AT AH AP 
055*/AF AQ AA AX AC AM AL AD AG AE AP AK AI AJ AH AB BB AS AN AO AR AU AT AV BC BY AY CC CD 
CB BA AZ 
056*/AB AH AC AF AA AU AX AJ AI AE AP AS AD AG AO AR AK AM AL CD AQ AY AT AN AZ BB BA CB AT 
BY AV AN 

057*/AA AF AQ AU AC CD AE AX AP AO AHM AL AB AG AI AR AH AV BC AS AT 

058*/AH AF AQ AC AD AX BA BZ AV AL AM AJ AZ AO 
059*/BQ AU AL AC AH AI AF AA AD AQ AX AE AM AY AH AB AO AG AR CD BJ CB BT BN AV AW AS AZ AJ 
AK AT 
060*/AA AC AB AF AD AE AH AG AI AJ AL AM AN AO AP AP AQ AR AS AU AV AT AW AX AY AZ BA BB BD 
BE BN BP BX BY BZ CG 

061*/AC AQ AA AF AE AH AB AD AI AL AM AJ AO AN AV AT BA AY AZ 

062*/AB AH AA AC AD AG AQ 

063*/AB AH AC AA AF AD AE AP AG AI AU AJ AS AM AL AO AQ AK AR AZ BA AV BC AT 

064*/AA AB AF AE AP AQ AS AO AR AX AC AL AM AD AG AI BZ AJ AK AN AT AY AZ BA BB 

065*/AC AF AH AP AS AX AD AQ AG 

066*/AA AF AU AX AC AI AE AP AJ AQ AM BA AR AY AO BA AK AL AD AG AS AT BB AN 

067*/AB AA AC AE CC CD AU AH AM AL AT BX AN AV AY BC BZ 

068*/AF AB AH AC AD AJ AK AA AD AO AP AE AU AS AQ AR AM AG AI AL AI AH BA AV BC AO 

069*/AA AC AB AI AF AE AM AL AH AO AQ AU AS AR AT AJ AD AG AV AY BA AN BC AZ 
070*/AA AF AX AH AC AB AE AP AH AU AQ AM AL AT AK BA BB AG AO AR AU CC CB CA AS AN BW BX 
BY BP BC AY BZ 

071*/AA AF AC AD AS BU AV BC AO AY AZ 

072*/AF AA AH AB AQ AC AE AI AK AS AV AX AJ AL AM AY BA BB BC AD AV CD CB BG BI BM BQ BV 
073*/AC AD AF AH AB AG AQ BK BL BF CG AP AX AU AT AO BM BI AR AV AS BN AW BX BC BY AY AS AN 
AE AK AI BB BA AJ AL AM 

074*/AA AF AP AX AU AC AM AL AD AS BX AV AR AI AJ AK CE CF AY AN AZ 

075*/AB AA AC AD AG AF AM AL AS AV AU AY AZ BA BC CB BN AW AZ 

076*/AA AT AF AC AE AJ AL AM AS AO AR 

077*/AA AB AC AD AE AF AG AH AI AJ AK AL AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV AW AX AY AZ BC 
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078*/AA AE AX AC AB AH AI AM AL AJ AO AQ AD AV AK AN AY AZ BA BB BG BC CD CC AV AO 

079*/AA AD AG AE AL AM AZ BK CG BP BN BH 

080*/AA AC AH AQ AX AF AC AG AI AS AR AM AL AK AJ AO AN BB BA AY 

081*/AA AC AO AH AI AN AQ AR AX AB  
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Appendix D 

Allocation of events to categories 

Table D1: Allocation of events to categories 

Events  

Realised romantic attraction to partner 

Partner met and spent time with my friends 

First kissed partner 

First had sex with partner 

Agree to be boyfriend and girlfriend 

First began to spend time alone together 

Sexual relationship became mutually 
satisfying 

Met friends of partner 

Met family of partner 

Went to stay with partner at their family 
home 

Partner stayed at my family home 

I said I love you 

Partner said I love you 

High Frequency – remained differentiated 

Went on holiday with partner 

Began to feel that relationship is stable and I 
am happy 

Agree to be exclusively romantically involved 

We go out for a meal together 

Input into relationship is stable/equal from 
both sides 

We cook together or for each other 

Partner or I supported the other through an 
emotional/difficult time 

We go to the cinema 

We discuss an issue with our relationship 
which then helps to improve it 

Reunite after a break in the relationship 

Held hands in public 

Medium Frequency 
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Partner and I discuss plans together in 
advance such as 6 months away 

Partner and I discuss plans for the future 
such as marriage or children 

Attend event with partner’s family e.g 
wedding, Christmas. 

I invite partner to attend an event with my 
family 

Partner changes their behaviour in response 
to me saying it bothered me 

First encountered sexual problems 

Stopped having sex 

Began to feel unhappy or depressed in the 
relationship 

Began to be bored of the relationship 

Began to feel attracted to someone else 
other than my partner 

Began to consider the ending of the 
relationship 

Partner begins being difficult to get hold of 

Began to notice partner being needy or 
demanding 

Began to think partner is distancing 
themselves from me or ignoring me 

Began to distance myself from partner 
(space) 

Agreed to a ‘break’ 

Began to feel abandoned or insecure 

Began to feel angry at partner’s behaviour 

Became aware that my partner is keener on 
the relationship than I am  

Became aware that I am keener on my 
relationship than my partner is 

Partner becomes romantically involved with 
someone other than me 

I became romantically involved with 
someone other than my partner 

Became worried/suspicious about partner’s 
fidelity 

Low Frequency 
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Partner expresses worry/suspicion about my 
fidelity 

Began to notice partner making unkind 
comments or putting me down 

First suggest that partner could change their 
behaviour 

Partner suggest how they would like me to 
change my behaviour 

We had tension or arguments about money 

Noticed that partner discusses a future 
which does not involve me 

First felt that the pressure of long distance 
was very difficult 

Partner has to move geographically farther 
away e.g travelling/uni/house 

I have to move geographically further away 

I say to partner I would prefer them not to go 
out (without me) so much 

Partner says they would prefer me not to go 
out (without them) so much 

Friends advise me to finish the relationship 
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Appendix E 

SPSS outputs of standard residuals 

 

Figure E1: SPSS output of standard residuals for All Events condition 
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Figure E2: SPSS output of standard residuals for Ongoing condition 
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Figure E3: SPSS output of standard residuals for Ended condition 
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Appendix F 

Frequency and distribution of events for the more and the less 

attached partner 

Table F1: Distribution of  events throughout relationship sequences indicating subject is the 

more, or less attached partner. (Each sequence is broken into four quarters.)  

 

 

Distribution of “more attached” 

events in partner ended relationship 

sequences 

Distribution of “less attached” events 

in subject ended relationship 

sequences 
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Appendix G 

Subjects’ responses to Section 2 rating questions 

 

Figure G1: Prominence of problems in ended relationships 

 

 

Figure G2: Self-rated negative qualities 
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Figure G3: Self-rated positive qualities 

 

 

Figure G4: Frequencies for qualities valued in a romantic partner 
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Appendix H 

SPSS outputs for correlation coefficients 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table H2: SPSS output of correlation for subject’s rating of their own 

faithfulness, and how unfaithfulness contributed to their past relationship failure 

Correlations 

 CauseOfFailur

e 

OwnFaithfulne

ss 

Spearman's rho 

CauseOfFailure 

Correlation Coefficient 1.000 -.100 

Sig. (2-tailed) . .374 

N 81 81 

OwnFaithfulness 

Correlation Coefficient -.100 1.000 

Sig. (2-tailed) .374 . 

N 81 81 

 

Table H3: SPSS output of correlation for subject’s rating of their own insecurity, 

and the number of LA events recorded 

Correlations 

 OwnInsecurity MAEvents 

Spearman's rho 

OwnInsecurity 

Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .060 

Sig. (2-tailed) . .594 

N 81 81 

MAEvents 

Correlation Coefficient .060 1.000 

Sig. (2-tailed) .594 . 

N 81 81 

Table H1: SPSS output of correlation for subject’s rating of their own 

independence, and how they value independence in a partner 

Correlations 

 PositiveQuality Value 

Spearman's rho 

PositiveQuality 

Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .302
**
 

Sig. (2-tailed) . .006 

N 81 81 

Value 

Correlation Coefficient .302
**
 1.000 

Sig. (2-tailed) .006 . 

N 81 81 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table H4: SPSS output of correlation for subject’s rating of their own 

independence, and the number of MA events recorded 

Correlations 

 OwnIndepende

nce 

LAItems 

Spearman's rho 

OwnIndependence 

Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .060 

Sig. (2-tailed) . .596 

N 81 81 

LAItems 

Correlation Coefficient .060 1.000 

Sig. (2-tailed) .596 . 

N 81 81 

 

 

Table H5: SPSS output of correlation for subject’s rating of their own criticalness 

and irritability, and how the escalation of disagreements contributed to 

relationship failure 

Correlations 

 CauseOfFailure Criticalness 

Spearman's rho 

CauseOfFailure 

Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .358
**
 

Sig. (2-tailed) . .001 

N 81 81 

Criticalness 

Correlation Coefficient .358
**
 1.000 

Sig. (2-tailed) .001 . 

N 81 81 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


